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Haruo

N AKAZA TO'

1. The Prefrattini subgroups of a finite solvable group were introduced by
W. Gaschiitz in [3]. These are a characteristic conjugacy class of subgroups which
avoid every complemented chief factor and cover every Frattini chief factor. W.
Gaschiitz [3, Satz 6.4] showed that if W is a Prefrattini subgroup of a finite solvable
group G and N is a normal subgroup of G, then WN/ N is a Prefrattini subgroup
of G/ N.
By using Sylow systems, T. Hawkes [4] introduced a characteristic conjugacy
class of subgroups of a finite solvable group corresponding to a saturated formation
iY, called theiY - Prefrattini subgroups which avoid every complemented iY - eccentric
chief factor and cover the rest. T. Hawkes [4, Theorem 4.1] showed that an
iY - Prefrattini subgroups of a finite solvable group can be expressed as a Product of
a Prefrattini subgroup and an iY - normalizer of the group.
It is described in [4] that the Prefrattini subgroup of a finite solvable group is
not selfnormalizing, and this fact can be proved by using the above theorem. In this
note, we give an alternative proof by using the concept of the Prefrattini residual
introduced by H. Bechtell in [1] and consider the nilpotency of the Prefrattini
subgroups of a finite solvable group.
All groups considered are finite and solvable. Our notation and terminology is
standard, and can be found in [2].

2. Let '5 be a Sylow system of a finite solvable group G and SP the Sylow
p -complement of G contained in '5. As in [4], we let
M P(SP) = n {M; M is an maximal subgroup of G containing SP}.
T. Hawkes showed in [4] that the subgroups W('5) = n{MP(SP); SP€'5} coincide with
the Prefrattini subgroups formulated by W. Gaschiitz in [3], and we call it the
Prefrattini subgroups of G corresponding to ®. The system normalizers of G
corresponding '5 were introduced by P. Hall. They are the subgroups D( iY)=
n {Nc (SP); SP €'5} which cover every central chief factor and avoid every eccentric
chief factor.
LEMMA 1 [4, p.149]. l:et D be a system normalizer of G and W be a Prefrattini
subgroup of G corresponding to '5. Then D normalizes W
PROOF. Let g be any element of D. Then by the definition of D, g normalizes
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any Sylow p -complement SP in ®. Therefore, since conj]Jgate subgroups of a
maximal subgroup of G are also ~aximal, g normalizes M P(SP) for each SP in 15.
Thus g normalizes Wand so D normalizes W.
LEMMA 2. Let D be a system normalizer of G. Then G is the normal closure of
Din G.
PROOF. Let D G be the normal closure of D in G and suppose that G *DG
Then there is a maximal normal subgroup M of G containing DC since DC is a
normal subgroup of G. Now G/ M is a central chief factor ·of G. Therefore D
covers G/ M and so D is not contained in M, which is a contradiction. Thus G= DC

A nonempty class iY of a finite solvable group is a formation if :
( i) iY contains all homomorphic images of groups in iY, and
(ii) if G/ M and G/ N are in iY then G/(M n N) is in iY, for any
normal subgroups M, N of G.
From the definition of a formation iY, it follows that every group G possesses
the smallest normal subgroup G'J' called iY - residual of G, such that G/ G 'J is in iY.
PROPOSITION 3. Let ~ be a class of finite solvable groups whose the Prefrattini
subgroup is trivial. Then iY is a formation.
PROOF. Suppose that G is in iY and let N be any normal subgroup of G.
Then, since the Prefrattini subgroup of G is trivial, the Prefrattini subgroup of G/ N
is also trivial by [3, Satz 6.4]. Thus G/ N is in iY. Now let M and N be tow
normal subgroups of G and suppose that G/ M and G/ N are in iY. Then, by [3, Satz
6.4], the Prefrattini subgroup W of G is contained in M and N, and so in M n N.
Therefore the Prefrattine subgroup W(M n N)/(M n N) of G/(M n N) is trivial and
hence G/(M n N) is in iY. The proof is now complete.
LEMMA 4. [1, (1. 1)J. Let G'J be the iY - residual of G for the above formation iY
and W is a Prefrattini subgroup of G. Then G'J is the normal closure of W in G.
PROOF. Let WG be the normal closure of W in G. Since G/G'J is in iY, we
have W~ G'J by [3, Satz 6.4] and the construction of iY. Hence WG~G'J since GlY is
a normal subgroup of G. On the other hand, the Prefrattini subgroup of G/W c is
trivial. Therefore G/WG is in iY and hence G'J~WG by the definition of iY-residual.
The proof is now complete.
LEMMA 5. Let G'J be the iY - residua(of G for the above formation iY. Then G'J

is a proper subgroup of G.
PROOF. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G. Now G/ M is a group
of order p for some prime p. Therefore (l)(G/ M)= 1 and hence G/ M is a complemented
chief factor of G. By the covering - avoidance property of the Prefrattini subgroup,
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CI M is in

lJ and hence we obtain

C rr ~ M,;. :lich

implies

that C rr

is a proper

subgroup of G.
The Prefrattini subgroup of C is not seljnormalizing.
RRooF. Let W be a Prefrattini subgroup of C. D a system normalizer of G
and DC, we; the normal closure of D, W; respectively. Suppose that Nd.. W) = W
Then we have D~W by lemma 1 and hence DC~ WC. Therefore by lemma 2 and
lemma 4 we obtain C= C" which contradicts lemma 5. Hence N(,( W)* W
PROPOSITION 6.

3.

We shall

make use of the

well known facts that the Fitting subgroup

F(C) of a finite solvable group C is the intersection of the centralizers of all the chief

factors of C, and the greatest normal p -nilpotent subgroup Op;p(C)is the intersection
of the centralizers of all the p - chief factors of C. (see [5, VI, Satz 5.4]).
W be a Prefrattini subgroup of G. Then W is nilpotent if
and only if, for any Frattini chief factor HI K of G if HI K is a p- chief factor, then
WI Cw(HI K) is a p- group.
PROPOSITION 7. Let

PROOF. Let HIK be any Frattini chief factor of G. Since W covers HI K,
H is a subgroup of WK. Therefore as W - groups, HIK is isomorphic to ( W n H) I
(WnK), so that Cw(HlK) = cw«WnH)/(Wn K)). Now, suppose that W is nilpotent.
Then we have
W= Wp I .x·
. . x ltVp 1l
.
where each Wp ,. is the Sylow P,. -subgroup of Wand hence
WI(WnK)= WP1(WnK)/(WnK) x· .. X WPn(WnK)/(WnK)
HlK is a p-group, say P=Pl' then (WnH)/(WnK)is P,-subgroup of
WI(WnK) and hence(WnH)/(WnK)is contained in Wp,(WnK)/(WnK).
If

Therefore we have for each Pi (i=2' . . ,n) (i=2,"', n)
Wp,.( WnK)/( WnK)~ CWI (Wn KJ«Wn H)/( WnK))
and hence
Wp,.~ Cw« WnH)/( WnK))= Cw(HIK)
Thus Cw(HI K) contains every p' - element of Wand so WI Cw(HIK) is a p - group
as required.
Let HI K be any Frattini p -chief factor of G such that every chief factor
below K is complemented chief factor of G. Then we have H~ WK and WnK=l,
by the covering-avoidance property of the Prefrattini subgroup of G.
Suppose that for p- chief factor HI K of G, WI Cw(HIK) is a p - group. Now
by induction on group order, we prove that W is nilpotent. Assume first that K = 1.
Then H is a minimal normal p-subgroup of G such that H~ ([>(C), and His a
subgroup of W By induction, it follow that WI H is nilpotent. Let
1 =A o < . . . <Ar=H<
<A n= W
be a chief series of W through H. Since WI H is nilpotent, it follows that
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WI H= CW!H((A,/H)1(Ai-l IH))
for each i2:r+1. Thus we have W=Cw(A;/A i_l ) for each i:;:':r+1.
On the other hand, since WICw(H) is a p-group and
C~y(H)r:;;. C~y(A;/Ai-I) for each l~i~ r, WI Cw(A;/ Ai-I) is a p -group for each 1 ~ i~ r.
Therefore we have

0p'p(W)= n{CW<A,/A i - I); pi I At/Ai-11}= n{Cw(At/A i - , ); l~i~r}
and hence WI Op'p( W) is a p - group. It is known that this implies W= Op'p( W). Thus
we have W =Cw (AJ Ai-I) for each 1 :Si~ r. It follows that W= F( W) and W is
nilpotent as required.
Thus we may assume that K"* 1. Now we consider the factor group GI K.
Then WKI K is a Prefrattini subgroup of GI K and HI K is a minimal normal
p-subgroup of GI K such that HI Kr:;;. aJ(GI K) Therefore it follows from the above
case that WKI K is nilpotent and since W n K =1, W is nilpotent as required.
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